
Homework 1 Solutions

The file system

1. Where do you start when you open RStudio?

In ~, the home directory. Unless you have opened RStudio by opening a .R or .Rmd file, or
an “R Project,” in which case you start in the directory containing those.

2. What happens if you use setwd() but specify a path to something that doesn’t exist?

An error, reading cannot change working directory.

3. What does setwd("..") do? Are there any circumstances where this command fails?
Try a few paths with .. as one of the folders (not just on its own). What is ..? What
is ../..? How about .?

setwd("..") changes the working directory to the parent directory of the current WD. It
fails if the current WD is the root directory /, which has no parent. .. always designates
the parent directory of the current path. ../.. is thus the parent of the parent. . is the
current working directory.

4. Change working directories to TextAnalysisWithR (wherever you unzipped it).
Inside this unzipped set of folders, there is a folder called plainText. With
TextAnalysisWithR as your working directory, how do you change to this directory
with:

(a) one use of setwd?
(b) two successive uses of setwd?
(c) a single use of setwd but with a different path specification?

To check your results, use getwd() and see if it returns a path ending in plainText.
Because it is tricky to match file systems, type your answers in the following code block,
which is not evaluated by R:

# one use of setwd
setwd("data/plainText")
# two uses of setwd
setwd("data")
setwd("plainText")
# one use of setwd, redux
setwd("data/../data/plainText")
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Assignment

1. Consider:

x <- 10
print(x * 2)
x <- 2 * x
print(x)

Why doesn’t the last line print 10?
The previous line changes the value of x to 20.
I made an error here, since I intended for this block to execute, setting a value of x you could
use in the next exercise. But since I wrote the {r} block with eval=F, this doesn’t actually
execute and x had no value. You all correctly figured out that for the next problem you need
to set a starting condition by assigning something to x.

2. Computers are famed for their rigidity. Tell them to follow a set of instructions over and
over again, and they will do the same exact thing over and over again. Write two lines
that do not produce the same result when you enter them into the console repeatedly.
Use x.

x <- 0 # need to set the starting condition
x <- x + 1
print(x)

[1] 1

x <- x + 1
print(x)

[1] 2

Speculate: Is the same thing possible without using x?
Yes, for example setwd(".."); getwd() yields a new working-directory name each time
(until you reach root).

3. Explain the difference between the following statements (try them both):
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five <- 2 + 2
5 <- 2 + 2

five is a legal variable name, to which one can assign any value. 5 is not a legal variable
name but a number, whose value cannot be changed in R.

Types

Write down variable names and types needed to store the following information. Remember
that R variables are always vectors. Note when a multiple-element vector will be needed;
just make up fake data.
For example: to store the information about whether the most recent winner of the Booker
Prize is a U.K. citizen, one needs a single-element logical vector, so note this as follows:

last_booker_uk <- F # logical

On the other hand, to store the information about whether each of the Booker winners were
from what Paul Gilroy calls “Brit-town,” we would need a multiple vector:

booker_uk <- c(T, T, F) # and so on. logical: one element for each year

1. the titles of all the novels written by Georgette Heyer

# character vector, one element for each title
heyer_novels <- c("Regency Buck", "The Spanish Bride")

2. the complete text of Moby-Dick (how many elements?)

# character vector, one element
mb_text <- "Call me Ishmael...."

3. the complete text of Moby-Dick, with formatting information

There are many possible answers. One possibility is to imagine encoding format using special
sequences of text (this is how all markup works, including markdown, HTML, and XML).
Publishers nowadays regularly use XML formats as they produce proofs.
A markdown “edition” of Moby-Dick could be stored in a one-element character vector.
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mb_md <- "
---
title: Moby-Dick, or The Whale
author: Hermann Melville
---

# Chapter I. Loomings.

Call me Ishmael...
"

Notice that strings in R can cross multiple lines.

4. the gender of all the Nobel laureates in literature

# character vector, one per laureate, in prize year order
nobel_genders <- c("male", "male", "female") # etc.

A logical vector is a possible answer, but can only represent a binary gender-identification
system. (Or ternary if one allows NA).

5. the number of copies of Beloved held in each library in New Jersey

# one numeric vector for copies, one character vector for locations
sales <- c(1, 4, 2, 10) # etc
libraries <- c("Metuchen", "Edison", "East Brunswick", "Alexander")

And stipulate that sales[i] corresponds to libraries[i].

6. the total sales of The Lord of the Rings in each year since publication

# numeric vector, one element per year
lotr_sales <- c(100000, 200000, 300000)

And stipulate that lotr_sales[i] is the sales in the year i - 1 years since publication.

7. the dates of publication of each serial installment of Great Expectations

# character vector, one element per installment
ge_dates <- c("1860-12-01", "1860-12-08") # etc

But we also need a convention about how we represent dates as strings. Here I’ve adopted
yyyy-mm-dd format. R also has a special Date type which we will learn about eventually.

8. the titles of Shakespeare’s plays and their genres in the First Folio
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# two character vectors, one element per play
plays <- c("Two Gentlemen of Verona", "Comedy of Errors")
genres <- c("Comedy", "Comedy")

and stipulate that plays[i] corresponds to genres[i]. Since the latter is categorical, it
would not be unreasonable to use numbers instead, stipulating that 1 means comedy, 2 means
tragedy, and 3 means history, say. R formalizes this kind of thing in the type called factor,
which we haven’t yet studied. We will.

9. the names of 8 modernist poets and the number of times each one appeared in the
same issue of Poetry as each of the others

# eight numeric vectors, each with eight elements
stevens <- c(0, 1, 3, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0)
lowell <- c(1, 0, 4, 5, 6, 1, 3, 2)
# etc

With conventions: for any vector, its first element corresponds to appearances together with
Stevens, its second element to appearances together with Lowell, etc. Except that will just
use 0 as a placeholder for the Stevens element of the stevens vector.
Seven-element vectors would also hold all the necessary data, but then you’d have to keep
track, for each one, of which index corresponded to which poet. In fact you don’t even need
seven elements for all, since the data has some symmetries: the number of Stevens–Lowell
copublications is the same as the number of Lowell-Stevens copublications.
Nonetheless it is often convenient to have this redundacy for this kind of network, and to
collect all the vectors together in a single 8 x 8 array or matrix. R has a matrix compound
type which we will meet soon.

10. bonus: the image currently appearing on your monitor

There are many reasonable answers, as the proliferation of actual image formats in the world
suggests. In terms of the basic R types, it would perhaps be easiest to imagine a system in
which we number all the colors of the rainbow, and then we have one numeric vector for each
row of the image, reading from left to right. One could then collect all the vectors together
using the aforementioned matrix type, so that screen[i, j] might correspond to the pixel
i rows down and j columns across.
In practice one does something slightly different, since the screen is made up of red, green,
and blue pixels for each grid position, and one stores the intensities of each. If one used
numeric vectors for these one would be giving an R version of the BMP or (more or less) the
TIFF formats. In fact R has a special type that is more compressed, a raw type, that would
be used if one ever were manipulating image data in R.
We won’t ever do that. But the point remains that even a complex image could be represented
using our simple numeric type, the vector, together with conventions about what the numbers
mean.
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